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Proposed New Undergraduate Certificate in Directing Forensics 
 

 

This is a recommendation that the University Senate approve the establishment of a new Undergraduate Certificate: 
Directing Forensics, in the School of Library and Information Science within the College of Communication and 
Information.  

 

The revised proposal is attached. 

 

Best- 

Margaret 

---------- 
Margaret J. Mohr-Schroeder, PhD | Associate Professor of Mathematics Education | STEM PLUS Program Co-Chair 
| Department of STEM Education | University of Kentucky | www.margaretmohrschroeder.com 
 

  



PROPOSAL FOR NEW UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE 

An Undergraduate Certificate is an integrated group of courses (as defined here 12 or more credits) that 
are 1) cross-disciplinary, but with a thematic consistency, and 2) form a distinctive complement to a 
student’s major and degree program, or 3) leads to the acquisition of a defined set of skills or expertise 
that will enhance the success of the student upon graduation. Undergraduate Certificates meet a clearly 
defined educational need of a constituency group, such as continuing education or accreditation for a 
particular profession; provide a basic competency in an emerging area within a discipline or across 
disciplines; or respond to a specific state mandate. 

After the proposal receives college approval, please submit this form electronically to the Undergraduate 
Council. Once approved at the academic council level, the academic council will send your proposal to 
the Senate Council office for additional review via a committee and then to the Senate for approval. Once 
approved by the Senate, the Senate Council office will send the proposal to the appropriate entities for it 
to be included in the Bulletin. The contact person listed on the form will be informed when the proposal 
has been sent to committee and other times, subsequent to academic council review. 

Please click here for more information about undergraduate certificates. 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1a Undergraduate Certificate Home:  Department  OR College  OR Other    

If “Other,” please explain:  The School of Library and Information Science within the College of
Communication and Information 

1b Name of hosting academic unit: School of Library and Information Science 

1c Proposed certificate name: Undergraduate Certificate in Directing Forensics 

1d CIP Code1, primary discipline: 
CIP Code for other disciplines: 

1e Requested effective date:   Semester after approval. OR   Specific Date2: 

1f Contact person name: Will Buntin Email: will.buntin@uky.edu Phone: 859-257-3317 

2. OVERVIEW
2a Provide a brief description of the proposed new certificate. (300 word limit) 

The Division of Instructional Communication and Research proposes offering an undergraduate certificate 
that will prepare students to teach and coach competitive forensics at the middle school, high school, and 
collegiate levels and serve the growing demand for forensics coaches. Currently, over 300 colleges and 
universities sponsor this activity at the state, regional, and national level. Over 100,000 students and 3,500 
coaches also compete annually in high school competitions across the nation. This certificate would serve 
both current undergraduate students who wish to enhance their ability to teach public speaking and post-

1 You must contact the Office of Institutional Effectiveness prior to filling out this form (257-2873 
|institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu). The identification of the appropriate CIP code(s) is required for 
college-level approval and should be done in consultation with the Undergraduate Council Chair and 
Registrar. 
2 Certificates are typically made effective for the semester following approval. No program will be made 
effective unless all approvals, up through and including University Senate approval, are received. 
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baccalaureates seeking additional training or continuing education credits. 

Through an applied curriculum, this certificate will prepare students to immediately enter forensics 
classrooms as coaches and educators. Over the series of four courses, students will learn how to teach and 
coach public speaking and debate events, facilitate competitive tournaments, recruit team members, 
fundraise, and administer forensics teams from the middle school to college level. Students will also have 
multiple opportunities to directly observe and take part in forensics competition at the University of Kentucky 
which will allow them to gain valuable real world experience before entering the workforce. 

This certificate meets the University of Kentucky's requirement that undergraduate certificate lead "to the 
acquisition of a defined set of skills or expertise that will enhance the success of the student upon graduation." 
Coaching competitive forensics requires a specialized set of skills that is currently not offered by any 
academic program at the University of Kentucky. Thus, this program will fill a void for educating individuals 
who seek to develop and improve their abilities to teach and coach competitive speech and debate. Because of 
the appeal to diverse audiences and a focus on applied skills, a certificate program is the most logical vehicle 
for offering this curriculum. 

2b This proposed certificate (check all that apply): 
 Is cross-disciplinary3. 
 Is certified by a professional or accredited organization/governmental agency. 
 Clearly leads to advanced specialization in a field. 

2c Affiliation. Is the certificate affiliated with a degree program? Yes No 
If “yes,” include a brief statement of how it will complement the program. If it is not affiliated with a degree 
program, incorporate a statement as to how it will provide an opportunity for a student to gain knowledge 
or skills not already available at UK. (300 word limit) 
While courses exist at the University of Kentucky that teach students how to speak in public and form rational 
arguments, no courses exist that train students to teach these concepts themselves. Learning to coach 
competitive public speaking and debate are a unique skillset. Additionally, no courses are offered at UK that 
expose students to oral interpretation or the responsibilities and duties of administering a competitive 
forensics team. This certificate would meet all four of these needs and prepare students to enter this 
expanding career field. Because this curriculum spans topics ranging from communication to education, 
English, performance studies, and critical thinking, a cross-disciplinary undergraduate certificate is the most 
logical choice for this program. 

2d 
Demand. Explain the need for the new certificate (e.g. market demand and cross-disciplinary 
considerations). (300 word limit) 
Presently, no program exists at the University of Kentucky to train future educators in the skills they would 
need to coach competitive speech and debate. As previously mentioned, over 100,000 high school students 
and thousands of undergraduates compete in some form of forensics competition. To be successful, each of 
these teams requires at least one competent and trained coach. The commonwealth of Kentucky features 
extensive competition at all levels of education from middle school to college. However there is no program 
within the state that can train individuals to coach these teams. The University of Kentucky has a unique 
opportunity to step into this void and meet this educational need. The attached letters of support highlight the 
statewide desire for this undergraduate certificate program. 

Students from a variety of majors at the University of Kentucky would be interested in this certificate. This 

3 An undergraduate certificate must be cross-disciplinary and students must take courses in at least two 
disciplines, with a minimum of three credits to be completed in a second discipline. 
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program would support Communication, Education, and English majors, minors, and students who wish to 
demonstrate an ability to teach and coach forensic events at the middle school, high school, and collegiate 
levels. Additionally, post-baccalaureates who wish to receive additional training in this area would be able to 
complete this certificate as part of any continue education credits offered by their institution. 

2e Target student population. Check the box(es) that apply to the target student population. 
 Currently enrolled undergraduate students. 
 Post-baccalaureate students. 

2f Describe the demographics of the intended audience. (150 word limit) 
The audience for this certificate includes both undergraduates and post-baccalaureates (community 
professionals) who plan to pursue a career in middle school, high school, or collegiate education and current 
forensics coaches who wish to further develop their coaching abilities. Students from a variety of majors at 
UK will be interested in this certificate including communication, education, English, and fine arts.  

2g Projected enrollment. What are the enrollment projections for the first three years? 
Year 1 Year 2 

(Year 1 continuing + new 
entering) 

Year 3 
(Yrs. 1 and 2 continuing 
+ new entering) 

Number of Students 20 40 60 

2h 
Distance learning (DL). Initially, will any portion of the undergraduate certificate be 
offered via DL? 

Yes No 

If “Yes,” please indicate below the percentage of the certificate that will be offered via DL. 
1% - 24% 25% - 49% 50% - 74% 75 - 99% 100% 

If “Yes,” describe the DL course(s) in detail, including the number of required DL courses. (200 word limit) 
The Information Sciences course, IS 200 Information Literacy and Critical Thinking, is offered online as part 
of the Information Sciences minor. As this course is required for the Directing Forensics certificate, students 
will have the option of completing it online. This course is part of the cross-disciplinary nature of this 
certificate program. 

3. ADMINISTRATION AND RESOURCES

3a 
Administration. Describe how the proposed certificate will be administered, including admissions, student 
advising, retention, etc. (150 word limit) 
The proposed certificate will be administer by the certificate director in the Division of Instructional 
Communication and Research. As part of the College of Communication and Information, resources such as 
advising and retention will be handled in cooperation with the Associate Dean for Undergraduate Affairs. 
Admissions will be handled by the certificate director. 

3b 

Resources. What are the resource implications for the proposed certificate, including any projected budget 
needs? If multiple units/programs will collaborate in offering this certificate please discuss the resource 
contribution of each participating program. Letters of support must be included from all academic units that 
will commit resources to this certificate. Convert each letter to a PDF and append to the end of this form. 
(300 word limit) 
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No additional financial or human resources will be required to offer this certificate program. 

3c 

Faculty of Record. The Faculty of Record consists of the certificate director and other faculty who will be 
responsible for planning and participating in the certificate program. Describe the process for identifying the 
certificate director. Regarding membership, include the aspects below. (150 word limit) 

• Selection criteria;
• Whether the member is voting or non-voting;
• Term of service; and
• Method for adding/removing members.

The faculty of record will consists of all instructors utilized for the instruction of required certificate courses. 
To be a voting member, the instructor must be a full-time faculty member in the Division of Instructional 
Communication and Research or other academic unit at UK or the Director of Forensics. Each member will 
serve for two years. The director will be appointed by the Director of the School of Library and Information 
Science with advise and consent of the program coordinator for Instructional Communication and Research 
and the Director of Forensics. The certificate director will also serve a two year term.  

3d Advisory board. Will the certificate have an advisory board4? Yes No 
If “Yes,” please describe the standards by which the faculty of record will add or remove members of the 
advisory board. (150 word limit) 

If “Yes,” please list below the number of each type of individual (as applicable) who will be involved in the 
advisory board. 

Faculty within the college who are within the home educational unit. 
Faculty within the college who are outside the home educational unit. 
Faculty outside the college who are within the University. 
Faculty outside the college and outside the University who are within the United States. 
Faculty outside the college and outside the University who are outside the United States. 
Students who are currently in the program. 
Students who recently graduated from the program. 
Members of industry. 
Community volunteers. 
Other. Please explain: 
Total Number of Advisory Board Members 

4. SUPPORT AND IMPACT

4a 

Other related programs. Identify other related UK programs and certificates and outline how the new 
certificate will complement these existing UK offerings. Statements of support from potentially-affected 
academic unit administrators need to be included with this proposal submission. Convert each statement to 
a PDF and append to the end of this form. (250 word limit) 
As this certificate focuses on training future educators, the offerings will be most appealing to undergraduates 
in the College of Education. As such, a letter of support is attached to this certificate application. 

4 An advisory board includes both faculty and non-faculty who advise the faculty of record on matters 
related to the program, e.g. national trends and industry expectations of graduates. 
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4b 
External course utilization support. You must submit a letter of support from each appropriate academic 
unit administrator from which individual courses are taken. Convert each letter to a PDF and append to the 
end of this form. 

5. ADMISSIONS CRITERIA AND CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
5a Admissions criteria. List the admissions criteria for the proposed certificate. (150 word limit) 

Students must have and maintain a 2.0 GPA, have completed at least 30 hours of undergraduate course 
credit, and be in good standing with the University to be admitted into the certificate program. 

5b Curricular structure. Please list the required and elective courses below. 

Prefix & 
Number 

Course Title 
Credit 

Hrs 
Course Status5 

IS 200 Information Literacy and Critical Thinking 3 Existing 
ICR 384 Teaching and Coaching Public Address 3 New 
ICR 385 Teaching and Coaching Oral Interpretation (ELECTIVE) 3 New 
ICR 386 Teaching and Coaching Competitive Debate (ELECTIVE) 3 New 
ICR 387 Directing Forensics 3 New 

Select one.... 
Select one.... 
Select one.... 
Select one.... 
Select one.... 
Select one.... 

Total Credit Hours: 12 

5c 
Are there any other requirements for the certificate? If “Yes,” note below. (150 
word limit) 

Yes No 

In addition to completing the required credit hours listed above, each student will need to complete a final 
portfolio that summarizes their experiences in each course. This portfolio will demonstrate their proficiency 
in each area of forensics competition. 

5d 
Is there any other narrative about the certificate that should be included in the 
Bulletin? If “Yes,” please note below. (300 word limit) 

Yes No 

6. ASSESSMENT

6a 
Student learning outcomes. Please provide the student learning outcomes for this certificate. List the 
knowledge, competencies, and skills (learning outcomes) students will be able to do upon completion. (Use 

5 Use the drop-down list to indicate if the course is an existing course that will not be changed, if the course is an 
existing course that will be changed, or if the course is a new course. 
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action verbs, not simply “understand.”) (250 word limit) 
Students will be able to: 
1.) demonstrate the ability to teach and coach a variety of forensics activities including public address, 
limited-preparation, oral interpretation, and debate events 
2.) administer a forensics team including creating a budget, assembling a travel schedule, developing 
recruitment and fundraising plans, and managing the public relations of a new team. 
3.) facilitate and tabulate a competitive forensics tournament 
4.) adjudicate competitive forensics events and give meanful feedback to their students 

6b 

Student learning outcome (SLO) assessment. How and when will student learning outcomes be assessed? 
Please map proposed measures to the SLOs they are intended to assess. Do not use grades or indirect 
measures (e.g. focus groups, surveys) as the sole method. Measures might include the aspects below. (300 
word limit) 

• Course-embedded assessment (capstone project, portfolios, research paper); and
• Test items (embedded test questions, licensure/certification testing, nationally or state-normed

exams).
The four learning objectives for this certificate will be measured first using student portfolios. These 
portfolios allow students to demonstrate their ability to meet the course objectives and provide them will a 
tangible asset when applying for future forensic educator positions. Additionally, student learning outcomes 
will be assessed by in and out of class experiences with forensics including UK's own forensics team. By 
completing these courses with a 'C' or better, students will have demonstrated their proficiency in coaching 
competitive public speaking and debate. Please see the attached student rubrics for required and elective 
certificate courses. 

6c 

Certificate outcome assessment6. Describe program evaluation procedures for the proposed program. 
Include how the faculty of record will determine whether the program is a success or a failure. List the 
benchmarks, the assessment tools, and the plan of action if the program does not meet its objectives. (250 
word limit) 
The program will be evaluated in two ways. First, student portfolios will be assessed as they meet each of the 
four desired student learning outcomes (see attached Portfolio Guidelines and corresponding Student 
Learning Outcome Assessment Rubrics). Second, the program will be assessed based on student enrollment 
and certificate completion rates, TCE course evaluations, exit interviews, and alumni surveys (see Program 
Assessment Rubric). These data points will also shape the plan of action if the program fails to meet all of the 
stated benchmarks. 

7. APPROVALS/REVIEWS
Information below about the review process does not supersede the requirement for individual letters of support. 

Reviewing Group 
Name 

Date 
Approved 

Contact Person Name/Phone/Email 

7a (Within College) 
School Council - 
School of Library 
and Information 

11/15/13 Jeff Huber /  / jeffrey.huber@uky.edu 

6 This is a plan of how the certificate will be assessed, which is different from assessing student learning 
outcomes. 
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Science 
Faculty Council - 
College of 
Communication and 
Information 

1/27/14 Dan O'Hair /  / ohair@uky.edu 

 /  / 
 /  / 

7b (Collaborating and/or Affected Units) 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 
 /  / 

7c (Senate Academic Council) Date Approved Contact Person Name 
Health Care Colleges Council (if applicable) 
Undergraduate Council 
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